Given the continuing dispute over the role of genetic abnormalities and protracted mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction in carcinogenesis, what is the core underlying entity?

Abstract

Background: For a long time, oncologists have believed that the main factors underlying carcinogenesis are related to genetic abnormalities or protracted mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction, which are core reasons for carcinogenesis. Thus, I want to discuss how to intend to demonstrate that mitochondria respiratory dysfunction might be the true causal factor underlying carcinogenesis by presenting evidence obtained in experiment in which specific herbal medicines are used to inhibit the oxygen respiration of cancer cells and cancer re-differentiation-inducing treatment is exploited to return cancer cells to normal cells.

Methods:

First project: I have discovered a specific herbal medicine that selectively affects cancer mitochondrial respiration function, and if this herbal medicine has an impact on the hallmarks of cancer, then the results would demonstrate that carcinogenesis originates from mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction.

Second project: I exploited cancer re-differentiation-inducing treatment developed 5 years ago.

So I could noninvasively treat cancer patients. This treatment was highly successful and didn’t require chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

Results: The herbal medicine (Sun Advance) had an impact on most of the hallmarks of the cancer in basic medical experiments. Furthermore, successful results were obtained for cancer patient treated with the re-differentiation-inducing treatment.

Conclusion: Carcinogenesis is a form of mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction. Therefore, primary cancer prevention and recurrence prevention programs should advocate for life-style changes and re-differentiation inducing treatment.

Keywords: Summation of genetic abnormalities, protracted mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction, genetic instability, herbal medicine specifically to inhibit cancer cell respiration, defective immune-surveillance, re-differentiation-inducing treatment

Introduction

Sixty years ago, Otto Warburg initially proposed that aerobic glucose fermentation was an epiphenomenon representing one of the most fundamental problems in cancer cell physiology that is impaired or damaged respiratory dysfunction. But many oncologists believe that carcinogenesis originates because of a number of genetic abnormalities. Sidney Weinhouse and Alan Aisenburg have criticized Warburg’s opinion. Although, Peter Pedersen and Thomas Seyfried et al. have shown that protracted mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction is the main reason for underlying carcinogenesis. However, much of the confusion surrounding the origin of cancer arises from absence of a unifying theory that can integrate the diverse observation on the nature of the disease. Thomas N Seyfried showed that the majority of cancer gene defects could arise as downstream epiphenomenon of tumor progression, rather than as cancer causes. Although almost 700 targeted therapies have been developed from cancer genome projects, a cure for patients with solid tumors, has not been developed based on these strategies. James Watson, the Nobel Prizer who discovered double stranded DNA, recently suggested that more attention should be paid to the metabolism of cancer.

Damage to mitochondria which causes a loss of cytochrome C from the associated mitochondria, is understood to which subsequently lose the ability to undergo apoptosis. Hybridization experiments have confirmed that normal mitochondria have the ability to overwhelm cancer mitochondria. Koura H, Israel BA & Schaffer WI experimented with the hybridization of enucleated normal cells with cancer cells and they showed that the hybridized cell (cybrids) reverted to normal cells because the power of normal mitochondria were sufficiently powerful to overtake the nuclear DNA of cancer cells. Researchers who insist that carcinogenesis is induced by the accumulation of genetic abnormalities have neglected the results of these hybrids (cybrids).
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21 Professor Thomas Seyfried has proposed the matrix between...
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Figure 3 Mitochondria is not cocoon, but a dynamic energy delivery network in the cell (Figure 3) utilizing endoplasmic reticulum. ATP produced from mitochondria can easily deliver all places within the cell.

Figure 4 Effect of SA (35μg)(Ⓢ) and human albumin (10⁻⁴M)(A) + FFA (palmitate 10⁻⁵M)(P) on Ehrlich ascites tumor cells (10⁶ cells). Each sample includes 10 samples tested and data are averaged. Ehrlich ascites cell are cultured in the incubator at 37°C. Oxygen respiration of Ehrlich as cites cancer was stopped 30 minutes after the addition of 35μg SA.

Figure 5 This herbal medicine is manufactured in IMHC clinic (Chiba city, Japan). Sun Advance is 18 kind mixtures of herbs, tablet type of medicine, which has a selective inhibiting effect on neoplasm mitochondrial respiration.

b. What are the combined effects of α-globulin (0.15%)(α)+palmitate(2x10⁻³M)(P): (Figure 6). The respiration of Ehrlich ascites cells was only selectively inhibited in the cases of α-globulin(α) and palmitate(P) or α-globulin(α)palmitate (P)+Ⓢ These data show that the SA has the possibility of strongly inhibiting the mitochondrial respiration of cancer cells when used in combination with albumin or α-globulin and palmitate.

Figure 6 Interaction of SA (Ⓢ) and α-globulin-FFA (αP) in oxygen uptake of Ehrlich ascites tumor cells. α-globulin (0.15%)(α), palmitate(2x10⁻³M)(P) and SA(Ⓢ)(35μg) were utilized. SA (Ex) means which was mixture of SA and mix-juice of apple and cucumber. Ehrlich ascites cell are cultured in the incubator at 37°C. Oxygen respiration was stopped 30 minutes after the addition of 35μg SA.
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2) SA inhibits metastasis.
3) SA inhibits and excludes toxo-hormone, which produces cachexia from serum.
4) SA activates the metabolism of lactate.
5) SA inhibits carcinogenesis by SV40 (DNA type cancer) virus infection.
6) SA inhibits carcinogenesis, but does not inhibit SV40 virus infection by CV1 cell experiments.
7) SA quantitatively inhibits transformed cancer cell growth curve.
8) SA adjusts lipid metabolism.

Figure 7 Effect of SA + β-globulin + palmitate (2x10^4M) on respiration of Ehrlich ascites tumor cells.

β-globulin (0.4%), palmitate (2x10^4 M), SA(Ex: 50/50) Ehrlich ascites cell are cultured in the incubator at 37°C. Oxygen respiration was stopped 30 minutes after the addition of 35μg SA.

Based on these data, the combination of SA, palmitate (FFA: P) and albumin or α-, or β-globulin co-operatively inhibited the oxygen consumption of Ehrlich ascites cancer cells. Over the short functioning term of 30 minutes, it means perhaps this inhibition may have represented a direct effect of the SA with serum fraction and palmitate on damaged mitochondria. Moreover, normal cells were not affected at all, as shown below. Thus, the observed inhibiting effects were a selective reaction to Ehrlich ascites cells. Here, the effects on normal cells (C3H, mouse kidney cell) of applying the SA are showed below (Figure 9). Ex shows the extracted juice of apple and cucumber.

2. Based on this research, SA likely has a direct effect on mitochondria by inhibiting respiration in cancer mitochondria, especially damaged mitochondria. Here, I show that SA could be effective for most of the hallmarks of carcinogenesis.

1) SA inhibits carcinogenesis by carcinogens.

Figure 8 Interaction of SA (Ex: 35μg), γ-globulin (0.4%) and palmitate(2x10^{-3}M) in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells, are tested by Warburg oxygen consumption meter. Ehrlich ascites cell are cultured in the incubator at 37°C. Oxygen respiration was not stopped with the collaboration with γ-globulin.

Figure 9 SA was applied on the growth of normal cells (C3H mouse kidney cell). Ex is the extracted juice of apple and cucumber. Normal kidney cell of C3H mouse are cultured in the incubator at 37°C.
Each topic will be demonstrated stepwise.

i. Chemical carcinogenesis was induced using 0.4mg of 20-methylcholanthrene (MC) in mice. A strong chemical carcinogen was administered via sub-cutaneous injection of 0.1mg MCx4 times. The gray color area indicates the times when SA (4mg/ml) was administered to the mouse via oral intake. Black circles indicate tumor-bearing mice. X indicates death before day 90. Survival is the number of surviving animals at the conclusion of experiment/ the number of animals at the start of the experiment (Figure 10). Longer durations of SA administration corresponded to longer life spans in the mice and reduced number of mice developed cancer, and 10% suffered from cancer. In the control mice without SA, 80% of the mice developed cancer, and 10% died. These data showed SA had strong inhibiting effects on carcinogenesis.

ii. The inhibiting effects of SA on metastasis were investigated utilizing C3H mice (each group consisted of 10 mice) and MH134 cancer cells (5x10⁶) were injected into the tail veins. After injections for 14 days, metastatic lymph-nodes were counted by autopsy investigation. Strangely and against common sense of herbal medicine, this herbal medicine (SA) was effectively inhibited metastasis according to the dose administered. SA was administered via oral intake in water and it was found to have strong metastasis-inhibiting effects (Figure 11). These results may be gotten from the strong respiratory inhibition by SA on cancer cells.

iii. Herbal medicine (SA) inhibits and excludes toxo-hormone, which produces cachexic patients from their serum (Figure 12). SA was found to effectively inhibit the reduction of serum iron by toxo-hormone from the data of “The time course of serum iron levels reduced by Toxo-hormone (T.H.).”. I have utilized marmots in this experiment because miceis too small to handle in this experiment because 6 times of withdrawal of blood will beyond over 3 ml, it is impossible for the little mice experiment.
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Figure 13 Effect of Sun Advance on lactate in human serum. Five candidates were tested. SA (1.6g) was taken orally on Day 0 and take off on day 21. By the application of SA, lactate was excreted from the body for the first time and secondary excreted into the urine.

Figure 14 Inhibiting effect of SA on SV40-transformation of mouse cells without SA. C3H mouse kidney cells (10^3) were seeded on one plate in the absence of 35μg/ml of SA and infected with SV40 virus (10^6 PFU/0.2ml). Aggregation and pile up are observed.

Figure 15 Effect of SA on inhibiting SV40-transformation of mouse cells with SA. C3H mouse kidney cells (10^3) were seeded on one plate in the presence of 35μg/ml of SA and infected with SV40 virus (10^6 PFU/0.2ml). Black spot are there, but no transformation observed.

c. In the plate on the right side of the photograph, the cell contact inhibition is clearly shown after the addition of SA (35μg). The left side photo shows the aggregation of cells, which is clearly transformed (Figure 16).

Figure 16 Microscopic observations of the black sites under high magnification. Mouse kidney cells (10^3) were seeded in the absence (left side) and presence (right side) of SA (35μg/ml). SV40 virus (3.5 x 10^6 PFU) was infected. They were grown up for 14 days. There is confirmatively cell to cell contact inhibition on the right side photograph in comparison with left side photograph which showed transformation and aggregation.

d. In this figure, 10^3 mouse kidney cells are seeded on one plate and then SV40 virus (10^6 PFU/0.2ml) was absorbed. SA (35μg) was added according to the schedules A~H (Figure 17). We can visually observe in the following figure that transformed foci are observed in low Ca^2+ medium (Figure 17). In the figure (Lower figure), black bar mark indicates the addition of SA. The data show that SA prevents SV40 virus transformation by reversing the transformation.

Figure 17 Inhibition of SV40 virus-transformation by SA. Mouse kidney cells (10^3) were treated with SV40 virus (10^6 PFU/0.2ml) or Hanks’ BSS in the presence (+) or absence (-). And 1.5 x 10^3cells/dish were seeded in the low calcium medium on day 1. SA (35μg) was subsequently added as shown black bar. Foci were scored on day 4 or 21.
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v. We utilized fluorescence antibody methods to determine whether SA can inhibit carcinogenesis via SV40 virus infection shown in the following (Figure 18). After CV1 cells were infected with the SV40 virus, the cell membrane produced T antigen; however, the proliferation of transformed cells was stopped when SA was added beforehand. This image shows cells infected by the SV40 virus and viral DNA was incorporated into the cellular DNA, nevertheless, this experiment demonstrates that carcinogenesis was inhibited by SA at step 5 of proliferation (Figure 18). Fluorescent color was admitted when T-antigen was produced (Figure 19).

vi. This graph shows that the growth curve of SV40 virus-transformed cancer cells was quantitatively inhibited by the addition of SA. Because SA inhibits damaged mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction, SA inhibits carcinogenesis before and after SV40 virus transformation (Figure 20).

vii. SA adjust lipid metabolism (Figure 21). These experiments of SA on lipid metabolism were carried out among 5 candidates. Because cancer patients usually show hyper-lipemia, SA will be working well because SA has adjusting functions on lipid metabolism. Up to now the effect of herbal medicine on cancer cell has suggested no correlation with gene abnormality of cancer cell at all.

The Warburg effect was misunderstood because it indicated that in normal cells; approximately 100% of the ATP is produced by oxidative phosphorylation, whereas in cancer cell approximately 100% of the ATP is produced by glycolysis. Although Reitzer LJ et al. reported that Hela cells cannot live without oxygen, the internal ATP levels were maintained by glutamine energy metabolism under aerobic conditions for up to 120 minutes. This finding indicates that aerobic glycolysis and mitochondrial ATP production are necessary to maintain ATP, even if the cancer cells survive (Figure 22). Thus, the survival of cancer cells may be inhibited because the necessary internal ATP energy cannot be produced, which is perhaps why cancer cells stop proliferating and transforming when SA is administered.
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Figure 22 Reitzer et al.\textsuperscript{42} has demonstrated that the concentration of ATP in Hela cells incubated in the absence of sugar with or without oxygen. Cells were pregrown in Minimum Essential Medium Joklik, 5% nondialyzed fetal calf serum spinner cultures, which support exponential growth to 10\(^6\) cells/ml. At 3x10\(^5\) cells/ml, 200 ml was centrifuged at 1500g for 15 min at room temperature and immediately re-suspended in 10 ml of Minimum Essential Medium Joklik containing 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-L-piperazine-ethane-sulfonic acid, pH 7, without serum or glucose. The medium used for the anaerobic incubation had been deoxygenated by bubbling 100% N\(_2\) through it for at least 10 min. The cells were resuspended gently to avoid oxygenating the medium and the gassing continued above the medium during the incubation. The aerobic culture was exposed to the atmosphere. The flasks were shaken rapidly in a water bath at 37\(^\circ\)C. At the indicated times, 1.5 ml of culture was mixed with 0.25 ml of 2.4N HClO\(_4\) with 8 mM EDTA at 0\(^\circ\)C, and centrifuged at 12,000g for 20 min. The supernatant was neutralized with KOH, using the phenol red indicator present in the medium, and after removing potassium perchlorate by centrifugation, ATP was measured as described.\textsuperscript{42}

4. However, in reality, normal cells produce 10% of their ATP via glycolysis and 90% of their ATP via oxidative phosphorylation and these proportions may be related to the proportions of mitochondrial DNA in mitochondria (10%) and 90% of mitochondrial DNA left in the nucleus. In contrast, cancer cells can produce 60% of their ATP via glycolysis and 40% of their ATP via oxidative phosphorylation, which is indicated in the bellows figure. Oxidative phosphorylation decreased to 40% based on the percentage of mitochondria respiratory function in cancer cells exhibiting dysfunctional cell changes into cancerous immortal cells. I believe that normal cells transform into immortal cells because of the dominant form of energy production system revert from oxidative phosphorylation to the bacterial glycolysis, which is the original bacterial energy production. I think that changing of energy production system, consequently, cell division system is changed from euakaryotic type to bacterial type (Figure 23). Based on these considerations, SA was found to inhibit the remaining aerobic respiration of oxidative phosphorylation (Krebs cycle) in cancer cells. We must suggest the biological puzzle why 90% of mitochondrial DNA inserted into nuclear DNA and 10% of mitochondrial DNA locate in mitochondria. Thereby, decreasing Krebs cycle to less than 40% and it also would decrease excessive inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation to less than 40%. Thus, the survival of cancer cells may be inhibited because the necessary internal ATP energy cannot be produced, which is perhaps why cancer cells stop proliferating and transforming when SA is administered. By the way, Sesaki Hiromi et al.\textsuperscript{19} has reported that mitochondrial division is requisite to RAS-induced transformation and targeted by oncogenic MARK pathway inhibitors.\textsuperscript{19} This mitochondrial reversible change may be correlated with the mitochondrial change above mentioned (Figure 24). As to the defective immune-surveillance of cancer patients, PD-1 and PD-L1, immune-checkpoint inhibition phenomenon was reported from molecular biology. Another biochemical cause of defective immune-surveillance will be demonstrated in the next chapter.

Figure 23 Figurelistic difference of mitochondria between normal cell and cancer cell. The difference between normal cell and cancer cell may be the difference between mitotic cell division depends upon the oxidative respiration phosphorylation and bacterial cell division depends upon glycolic fermentation.

Figure 24 Tubular mitochondrion was changed to fragmented mitochondria by oncogene signaling and fragmented mitochondria were changed to matured mitochondria by oncogenic signaling inhibition. Sesaki H et al.\textsuperscript{19} report was cited.\textsuperscript{18}
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5. In the next experiment, we attempted to solve the issue of defective immune-surveillance in cancer patients which was investigated via an experiment utilizing adoptive immune lymphocyte’s therapy. We observed the immune activity after the intravenous dripping infusion of 1~2x10^8/ml of lymphocytes in advanced cancer patients according to schedule 1 as follows (Figure 25). Feasible increase in immune activity were not observed compared with that observed in early cancer patients, which indicates that immune activity function is suppressed in advanced cancer patients. This phenomenon is the so-called defective immune-surveillance. Thus we performed schedule 2 on 17 volunteer cancer patients (Figure 26). The effectiveness of the lymphocyte adoptive lymphocyte’s therapy combined with fasting therapy was increased compared with that of the adoptive lymphocyte’s therapy alone (Figure 27). With schedule 2, the immune activity(T cell number (59->70), stimulation index(SI) (33->56) and NK activity( 53->70)) were elevated compared with that of schedule 1 in advanced cancer patients, because of the elevation of cyclic AMP in the serum after fasting therapy, which is shown in the next figure. Therefore, I believe that the phenomenon of decreased serum concentrations of cyclic AMP is the biochemical cause underlying the defective immune-surveillance phenomenon in cancer patient from macroscopic study. Fasting treatment elevate cyclic AMP concentrations in the serum (Figure 28). These experiments of adoptive immune-lymphocyte’s therapy shows that lowering of cyclic AMP in the serum in cancer patients lead to the biochemical cause of defective immune-surveillance of cancer patients. From now, I will report the direct effect of cyclic AMP itself on cancer cells.

6. Colorado University group, AW Hsieh demonstrated that the addition of 1mM of cyclic AMP led to the re-differentiation of ovarian cancer cells into normal fibroblasts within 5 hours. This cellular morphological change could be induced by the directly cyclic AMP influencing on damaged mitochondria or microtubules (Figure 29) in a short time. This differentiation phenomenon may have no correlation with gene abnormality of cancer cells. Oboshi et al. reported that glial neuroblasts (NB-1 cells) could be re-differentiated into normal nerve cells by the addition of 1mM of cyclic AMP after 1 month. Thus, cyclic AMP has shown effective differentiation-promoting abilities. Cyclic AMP not only has differentiation-promoting abilities in cancer cells, but also plays a key role unlocking the defective immune-surveillance phenomenon in cancer patients. Otherwise, Sato and Stanley et al. have reported that Friend leukemia cells could be re-differentiated into erythroblasts by the addition of 1.5% di-methyl-sulfoxide. These re-differentiation experiments show that carcinogenesis has no correlation with gene abnormality of cancer cells.

Figure 25: Adoptive lymphocytes therapy on advanced cancer patients
Lymphocytes was gotten from 100ml of donor's blood by centrifugation method utilizing Lymphoprep ® and suspended in physiological serine and made suspension of 1~2 x 10^8/ml SI is stimulation index by PHA. So as to release cancer antigen from cancer tissue, we have manipulated cancer patients utilizing the combination of vitamin A (retinoic acid: 5x10^{-4} U) and sauna bathing at 56°C for 20 minutes. Adoptive lymphocytes were infused after 24~30 hours inducing cancer antigen treatment.

Figure 26: Lymphocyte adoptive immunotherapy treatment’s schedules. So as to release cancer antigen from cancer tissue, we have manipulated cancer patients utilizing the combination of vitamin A (retinoic acid: 5x10^{-4} U) and sauna bathing at 56°C for 20 minutes. Adoptive lymphocytes were infused after 24~30 hours inducing cancer antigen treatment.

Figure 27: These experiments were carried out by the schedule of 2. Adoptive lymphocytes (1~2 x10^8/ml) therapy, so as to release cancer antigen from cancer tissue, we have manipulated cancer patients utilizing the combination of vitamin A (retinoic acid: 5x10^{-4} U) and sauna bathing at 56°C for 20 minutes. Adoptive lymphocytes were infused after 24~30 hours inducing cancer antigen treatment.
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Figure 28 Fasting treatment elevates the cyclic AMP concentrations in the serum. Application of fasting induces increasing of cyclic AMP and followed cyclic GMP.

Figure 29 Colorado university group has demonstrated the high differentiation promoting ability of cyclic AMP on ovarium cancer cells. Within 5 hours after the addition of 1mM of cyclic AMP, ovarium cancer cell was re-differentiated into normal fibroblast. As Dr Hsie has said that this morphological chaging may be induced from microtubules, but I think this changing may be induced from mitochondrial effect.

7. Professor Shigeru Arichi reported that the addition of Panax Ginseng saponins (20μg) leads to the re-differentiation of Morris hepatoma cells into normal liver cells after 2 months (Figure 30). Hepatoma cells could re-differentiate into normal liver cells with the use of Panax ginseng saponins (20μg) after 2 months. On this experiment, electron microscope photographs clearly verified that shrunken mitochondria were re-differentiated into normal matured mitochondria as shown below (Figure 31). Segregated smaller mitochondria reverted to normal matured large mitochondria after the addition of Panax ginseng saponins (20μg) in the next Figure 31. Panax ginseng experiment also suggests that there is no correlation with re-differentiation of Morris hepatoma cell and gene abnormality of cancer cells.

8. It is important to highlight that the following formula is incorrect: Incorrect cancer tissue=cancer cell x (n) and cancer cells grown up endlessly. Correct cancer tissue is composed of 3 components: onco-fetal antigen (-TM), onco-placental antigen (a-TM) and cancer vessels (g-TM) likewise, the fetus is similarly composed of the fetus itself, the placenta and the chorion (Figure 32). Recently anti-oncogene was showed to be essential for the evolution of multi-cellularity by Japanese and American researchers. In the case of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell formation, 3 genes and 1 c-myc gene, total of 4 genes are necessary. So, in a reprogramming procedure, Yamanaka S, the Novel Prizer utilized c-myc oncogene as one of Yamanaka factors. Thus, reprogramming procedure is a kind of procedure of carcinogenesis. When carcinogenesis occurs, the number of mitochondria decrease in number and the shape of mitochondria diminish and this process resembles what occurs in sperm cells because sperm usually have few mitochondria. In other words, the mitochondria dedifferentiate, that is, which represents process of a developmental differentiation.
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Second project

Thomas Seyfried reported that replacing of damaged mitochondria the normal mitochondria produced sufficient energy via respiration and restored the differentiation state. Therefore, we exploited a new treatment for restoring damaged mitochondria so as to restore damaged mitochondria into normal mitochondria by the following 6 item’s combination of vitamin A, high dose of vitamin C, Sorcoseryl, Herbal medicine (Sun Advance), cyclic AMP, and HSP induced from hyperthermia for the following reasons.

a) Vitamin A (5x10^4 units) injection (ic) were administered because the serum of cancer patients generally display low concentrations of vitamin A and a shortage of vitamin A binding protein in cancer patient’s serum. Furthermore, vitamin A has the ability to differentiate juvenile cells to differentiated cell.

b) High dose of vitamin C (30-70 g) were administered to increase the hydrogen peroxide in cancer cells and suppress the growth of cancer vessels.

c) Solcoseryl (2ml/1A) extracted from the hemolyzed blood (SS-094) of young cattle was administered because it promotes mitochondrial function and wound healing and corrects the glycolysis in hypoxic microenvironments (Figure 33).

d) A combination of an intravenous dripping infusion of cyclic AMP (bucldesine sodium 300mg/1A) and aminophylline (125mg), which is blocking agent of cyclic phosphodiesterase to correct the defective immune-surveillance of cancer patients’ serum by maintaining appropriate concentrations of cyclic AMP in the serum. Cyclic AMP works with calcium as a second hormonal messenger because a low calcium medium is conducive in carcinogenesis.

e) SA was prescribed to prevent carcinogenesis, prevent onco-virus transformation and exclude immunosuppressive substances from the body because of inhibiting the respiration of cancer cells.

f) When these treatments were not sufficient, hyperthermia treatment was administered to produce ample HSP molecules in the lymphocytes and cancer cells. Hyperthermia treatment is effective for cancer neoplasms because of the structure of cancer blood vessels. We must importantly remember that natural spontaneous regression of cancer has been observed after long-lasting episodes of fever. As shown in the next image, boiled chicken egg protein becomes aggregated and turns white after hyperthermia treatment at 70°C for 10 minutes (left tube). However, when bacterial HSP was added to chicken egg protein beforehand, egg protein don't aggregate.

**Figure 33** Solcoseryl ® is forgotten medicine and is important mitochondrial medicine which is promoting mitochondria function and which was manufactured by Taiho Pharmaceutical Company.

**Figure 34** Boiled chicken egg protein becomes aggregated and turns white after hyperthermia treatment at 70°C for 10 minutes (left tube). However, when bacterial HSP was added to chicken egg protein beforehand, egg protein don't aggregate.

**Figure 35** HSP is just a cradle shape of protein under electron microscope.
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First case

We applied this treatment on a recurred patient (48 years old male) who suffered from the recurrence of Leiomyosarcoma as pathological diagnosis on the upper right hand. After surgical resection (27, May, 2015), the sarcoma metastasized to the lung in September, 2015. Chemotherapy was performed with doxorubicin (126mg), but it did not disappear by December, 2015. Therefore, the patient presented at my hospital, and he subsequently received the cancer re-differentiation-inducing treatment (Figure 36). Left photograph shows a CT at September, 2015, center and right photograph show the CT at January, 2016. As shown in CT image, metastases have clearly disappeared after January 2016 (Table 1). The patient’s initial risk assessment according to the TMCA was classified as tumor stage V (=G), whereas, in July 2017, the TMCA risk assessment was classified as TS (III). There is no relapse of recurrence for 2 years after he received re-differentiation inducing treatment.

Second case

The second case study shows that 30 years old female woman suffered from undifferentiated ovarium cancer and her pathological diagnosis was undifferentiated germinoma. She received resection of the ovarium twice. After resection, she underwent chemotherapy 4 times. Subsequently she presented at my hospital and underwent tumor marker-inducing examination utilizing a combination of vitamin A and hyperthermia. The following data were recorded: CEA; 2.2ng, ΔCEA which means the width of changing data during 48hours; 1.0μg), Ferritin(FT);160μg(ΔFT: 40μg), FT/Fe=2.2, ΔFT/Fe=0.6, LDH: 294 (ΔLDH=41U), Ribonuclease (202 U), α1-golbulin:3.5%, Albumin (64%), T cell number (1468), stimulation index(173), and NK cell activity (17.8%) I have diagnosed her condition as TS (V): gram level cancer: G2 (clinical level): cancer stage II according to cancer risk assessment method by TMCA which was reported in cancer. Then, she underwent a PET examination, which revealed a right side Virchow lymph-node metastasis. The patient subsequently received SA by oral intake and detoxifying refreshment treatment and dietary energy restriction for 6 months and the clinical findings indicated that she had improved into normal range showed below Table 2. The patient was followed for 18 years later and her cancer has not recurred. Patient’s TMCA data are currently as follows: Thymidine kinase: 7.7, α1-globulin fraction (2.6%), Albumin (61.1%), LDH (238). In addition, her present risk assessment was classified into TS (III). In her case, there is no relapse at all for 18 years. We applied this type of treatment for 30 cancer patients and success was observed in 70% among these patients, most of them are no recurrence.

Table 1 Proceeding of metastasized Leiomyosarcoma patient (48 years old male) in the lung who was followed by various tumor marker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferritin (FT)</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum iron(Fe)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/Fe</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymidine</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinase (TK) α1-globulin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment</td>
<td>TS(V)(G2)</td>
<td>TS(V)</td>
<td>TS(IV)</td>
<td>TS(III)</td>
<td>TS(III)</td>
<td>TS(III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT exam.</td>
<td>Meta (+)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 36 CT finding of case 1 after resection of sarcoma on left upper-hand, sarcoma was metastasized to the lung. But metastasis was disappeared one month after the re-differentiation inducing treatment.

Table 2 The proceeding of undifferentiated ovarium cancer (30 years old female)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNase</td>
<td>202U</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymidine kinase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α1-globulin</td>
<td>3.50%</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK activity</td>
<td>17.80%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment</td>
<td>TS(V)(G2)</td>
<td>TS(V)(G1)</td>
<td>TS(IV)</td>
<td>TS(IV)</td>
<td>TS(IV)</td>
<td>TS(III)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

I presented the results of 2 projects. The first project utilized SA, which is a specific herbal medicine, which selectively inhibit the oxygen respiration of cancer cells at tissue culture level and animal experiment level. The findings indicated that most of the hallmarks of cancer were inhibited by SA, thus, this treatment is feasible for use. These data may demonstrate that mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction is the underlying entity in carcinogenesis and no correlation of primary DNA abnormality on carcinogenesis. The second project showed that the potential applicability of a re-differentiation-inducing treatment for damaged mitochondria, and the success of cancer re-differentiation inducing treatment showed that mitochondrial respiratory dysfunction would be the factor underlying of carcinogenesis. Cancer is not only a mitochondrial respiratory disease but also a developmental disease because mitochondria are deeply connected to cell differentiation. Thus, the transformation of cancer cells to immortal cells is a change on the sovereignty in the form of respiration from a higher energy production system (mitochondrial oxygen respiration) to an older type of bacterial fermentation system. Therefore, I have demonstrated that cancer is a reversible disease and not immortal disease caused by gene abnormalities, and it can be treated by restoring the protracted mitochondrial dysfunction via the 2 treatments described herein. Moreover, TMCA should be applied during integrative medical evaluations.

Discussion

There are a great discrepancy between microscopic study and macroscopic study as yet. We have researched frontally on this problem. Many carcinogenic research of herbal medicine suggested indirectly that carcinogenesis induced ghost like change of mitochondria up to now, but my research of herbal medicine (SA) inversely showed for the first time that the inhibition of mitochondria degradation leads to the inhibition of carcinogenesis on the Thomas Seyfried’s Figure 2. We have reported that core reason of carcinogenesis is depended upon the ghost like change or degradation and segregation of mitochondria according to Koch’s rule. Sasaki Hiromi et al. proved that matured mitochondria changed to fragmented mitochondria by the oncogenic MAPK signaling and showed cancer metabolism, on the other hand, oncogenic MAPK signaling inhibition changed from fragmented mitochondria to matured mitochondria. Furthermore, Japanese and American researcher’s group showed that anti-oncogene works for the evolution of multicellularity. On the other hand, the destruction of oxygen respiration system in mitochondria should be considered an underlying cause for carcinogenesis because dedifferentiation produced reverting changes in the mitochondria shape and cristae, looking like procedure of reprogramming because the Novel Prizer, Yamanaka Shinya of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell formation is requisite as Yamanaka factors.29

Fundamentally, energy production system is infrastructure of cellular life. So infrastructure of energy production system changed from high energy eukaryotic energy system to bacterial low energy system is more important reason of changing of cellular division system than genetic changing. As the molecular biologist explained that apoptosis become difficult after cytochrome C and calcium leaked out from mitochondria, nevertheless, this phenomenon has a possibility of secondary event from Sasaki Hiromi et al. report and from my data. As we could not directly proved that herbal medicine (SA) let change morphological evidence of mitochondria, but herbal medicine SA has strong effect on lipid metabolism and because mitochondria is mainly composed of cardiolipin which paved the inner mitochondria membrane of cancer cell.30 From immunological standpoint, the relationship between PD-1 and PD-L1 are intimately correlated with mitochondria function. Honjo Tasaku et al.31 reported that there is intimate correlation with mitochondria function and PD-1 receptor.40 PD-1 blockade shows that immune activity has a possibility of intimate correlation with mitochondria function.

As ATP is generated only in mitochondria, degradation of mitochondria according to the carcinogenesis and consecutively lowering serum content of cyclic AMP is reasonable and the phenomenon of defective immune-surveillance in cancer patients is also reasonable because of lowering concentration of seval cyclic AMP. Cyclic AMP is the same molecule with ATP, but energy level is different, 2 kilocalorie (12Kcal) higher than ATP (10Kcal) which was said by my Professor Hayashi Osamu who is the founder of oxygenase. This may be the reason why a small amount of 1mM cyclic AMP has strong re-differentiation activity on cancer cell and this phenomenon has not primary correlation with genetic change. Herbal medicine (SA) showed that most of carcinogenesis is reversible. Therefore, we have exploited re-differentiation inducing treatment. On the concluding remark, we have tried re-differentiation inducing treatment of mitochondria on cancer patients. Getting our good clinical results, our way of thinking may be right. We have pointed out the puzzle for the first time why 90 % of mitochondrial DNA exists in nuclear DNA and 10 % of mitochondrial DNA locate in mitochondria. Recently we have found that one of ingredients of herbal medicine (SA) include much of cyclic AMP. But it is impossible for us to reveal all the molecular basis of herbal medicine (SA) as yet. As the way of thinking in western medicine which would be hesitating for us to reveal all the molecular basis of herbal medicine (SA) as yet. As the way of thinking in western medicine which would be hesitating to single substances, but, life phenomenon is usually depending upon complex system, for example DNA replication is depend upon 4 base substances, cytidine, thymidine, adenine and guanine, likewise, the effect of herbal medicine (SA) which is not known the molecular basis, nevertheless, important thing is experimental reproducibility from scientific position, we should not neglected the reproducing evidence of herbal medicine (SA) even if without molecular basis.
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